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ABSTRACT: In this paper presents previous work on training the recognition system of 

mixed bandwidth (BW) speakers by predicting misplaced material in the upper band (UB) of sampled 

telephone communication. Mixed BW assembly‟s connotation narrowband (NB) and wideband (WB) 

vocal corpus voice using NB basic voice sampling with the low pass filter interpolator, subsequent in 

damage of material in the innovative WB voice. In this article, we discover the use of a convolutional 

deep convolutional neural network (CNN) and a long-term bidirectional memory network (BLSTM) 

together with a before suggested deep neural network (DNN) for bandwidth extension ( BWE). ) of 

telephone announcement NB Loudspeaker gratitude arrangements consummate of stretched 

bandwidth purposes must established exhibition related to the common basic BW and NB structures. 

In terms of cost detection function (DCF), the CNN-BWE system improved by 10.78% and 15.96% 

(relative) in the Chatterers In the Wild (SITW) assessment core and in the multi provision conditions -

speaker correspondingly w.r.t   the baseline NB; and developed by 3.21% and 4.13% by burden on the 

mixed baseline BW. 

Keywords:  Bandwidth allowance, speaker recognition, deep residual CNN, BLSTM, assignment 

learning 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Consider the situation of the formation of speaker recognition schemes in which we must 

admission to data marked by dual changed dominions: telephone and microphone. The voice 

of the phone is sampled at 8 KHz, while the voice of the microphone is sampled at 16 KHz. 

From nowadays on, we resolve call 8 KHz data as narrow band (NB) and 16 KHz data as 

wide band (WB) and the band between 4-8 KHz as upper band (UB). The conventional way 

of joining data sets with a changed sampling frequency is to reduce the sample at all to the 

lowest sampling frequency, in our case from 16 KHz to 8 KHz. This outcomes in the damage 

of material popular the upper band (UB) of 16 KHz data. The microphone voice sampled 

together with the telephone voice is recycled to train the speaker acknowledgement 

classification. This technique works quite well after the assessment dataset is also vocal. 

Though, it is not optimum when the assessment data are balanced as the lost UB also 

encloses discriminating information from the rapporteur. Additional selection is to train the 

scheme only on the accessible WB corpus, avoiding the need for top-down sampling. But this 

approach would lead to poor consequences when the accessible statistics after the World 

Bank is scarce. This is a self-same mutual situation in speaker acknowledgment investigation, 

largely driven by NIST speaker acknowledgment valuations, where NB telephone speech is 

obtainable in abundance, but data labelled WB is scarce. 
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In [1], “we proposed to up sample the NB data using a simple low-pass filter interpolator 

and then combine it with the WB corpus to train a mixed-BW x-vector [2] speaker 

recognition system”. “Hence, no information loss is incurred how- ever; this basic up 

sampling does not predict any information in the UB of the NB corpus”. “In this work, we 

investigate several neural architectures to predict the missing information in the UB of the 

up sampled data”. “We will refer to this pro- cess as Bandwidth extension (BWE) throughout 

the paper”. “We are mainly interested in using this BWE to improve speaker recognition 

performance in microphone speech”. “In this paper, we did not focus on actually recovering 

the waveform and evaluating the quality of the up sampled signals, which would involve 

organizing human perceptual tests”. 

“There are few works dealing with this problem in the field of automatic speech 

recognition (ASR). The authors in [3]”, “propose to jointly train a feed forward deep neural 

network (DNN) for BWE and ASR system on both NB and WB data. Authors in [4, 5] train a 

DNN on log-power spectrogram (LPS) features for BWE and then train ASR on bandwidth 

extended NB data”. “They also showed that predicting the en- tire WB is better than just 

predicting the missing UB, which leads to discontinuities between the NB and the UB 

spectrum”. “The authors in [6] proposed mixed-BW training where the NB filter-bank was 

zero padded to match the dimension of the WB filter-bank when training the ASR system”. 

In this work, “we compare several neural architectures for BWE in terms of speaker 

recognition performance we experimented with a feed forward DNN, a deep residual full- 

CNN and a BLSTM”. “The CNN architecture was inspired by the work done in [7] for image 

style transfer and single image super resolution”. 

 

Fig. 1.  Individual building blocks of CNN-BWE (k-kernel, s-strides, c-filters, p-padding) 
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“The rest of the paper is organized as follows in Section 2, we explain the 

architectures of DNN-BWE, CNN-BWE and BLSTM-BWE systems”. “Section 3 gives 

details of datasets used in this work and the training details of those systems”. “In Section 4, 

we explain the baseline speaker recognition systems used in this work and the BWE-speaker 

recognition systems we conclude with a summary of the work in Section 5”. 

2.  BWE SYSTEMS – ARCHITECTURES 

In this segment, we label the network buildings of the BWE structures used in this 

work. 

2.1. DNN-BWE Network 

The feed forward “DNN that we used for BWE was similar to our previous work [1] 

and was originally proposed by [5]”. “The DNN-BWE had 3 hidden layers with 2048 

neurons in each hidden layer 5 past and future frames were appended to the current frame at 

the input”. “Rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearity was used in each layer except the 

output layer where linear activation was used”. 

2.2.  CNN-BWE Network 

Our “CNN-BWE network architecture was comparable to the fully- convolutional 

network used by [7] for image style transfer and single image super resolution the network 

consisted of two major building blocks: a down sampler network and an up sampler network, 

which essentially work as an encoder- decoder network”. “An overview of CNN-BWE 

network is shown in Fig. 1(a) the down sampler network consisted of three 2D convolutional 

layers followed by several residual blocks [8]”.”The purpose of the down sampler is to 

reduce the dimension of the feature maps to a low-dimensional manifold which preserves the 

properties of speech”. “It performs in-network down sampling with strides greater than 1, 

which is computationally efficient since it reduces the number of convolutions by reducing 

the feature map dimensions”. “The number of residual blocks was set to 21 for the details of 

kernel sizes, strides, number of filters and padding dimension in each layer of the down 

sampler network and the residual network refer to Fig 1(b) and Fig 1(c) respectively”. 

The up technician network contained of two deconvolutional layers monitored by a 

convolution layer. “The commission of the up- technician is to decode the low-dimensional 

illustration into the log-power spectrogram (LPS) of WB speech the deconvolutional layers 

increase the feature dimension by a factor of 2 by applying strides of 1/2 while decreasing 

the number of filters by a factor of 2 for the details of kernel sizes, strides, number of filters 

and padding dimension in each layer of the up sampler refer to Fig. 1(d)”. 

The entire complex contained of individual convolutional and deconvolutional layers. 

“No pooling or fully connected layers were included. Hence the network is termed as deep 

residual fully-convolutional neural network”. “The fact that it is fully convolutional allows 

the network to process variable length sequences without increasing the number of 

parameters”. 

2.3.  BLSTM-BWE Network 

We also investigated with a “BLSTM with two 512 dimension hidden layers the 

nonlinear activation used was ReLU”. “The output of the BLSTM was fed to an affine layer, 

which made the network output dimension to match the required WB features dimension”. 
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3.  BWE SYSTEMS - TRAINING SETUP 

3.1. Datasets 

“WB data used in this work comprises of microphone recordings from Mixer6, SRE08 

microphone speech and Vox- Celeb [9] data sets”. “In total, WB data consisted of 30974 

utterances from 1871 speakers all the BWE systems were trained on parallel NB-WB data 

obtained by down sampling the WB data to 8 kHz the WB microphone data was split into 

90%-10% training and validation without speaker overlap.” 

 

(a) LSD 

 

(b) LSD-UB 

Fig. 2.  LSD and LSD-UB comparison of CNN-BWE and DNN-BWE Systems 

 

3.2. Training Details 

BWE systems were implemented using PyTorch [10]. As in [4], the BWE systems 

were trained to predict the entire WB. The input was 129 dimension NB LPS while the 

output was 257 dimension WB LPS, similar to [4]”. “ Mean squared error (MSE) objective 

was used all the networks were trained for a maximum of 50 epochs, where an epoch is 

completed when we have observed a sample from each utterance”. “Dropout [11] was used as 

regularizer (except for CNN-BWE) with 0.4 drop probability”. 

Used for the”DNN-BWE, for each utterance in the mini-batch we selected 64 frames we 

used a context of 5 past and future frames to predict each WB frame”. “For the CNN-BWE 

systems, the input was arranged as four dimensional tensor of size n × C × F × D, with 

mini-batch size n = 1, chan- nel size C  = 1, sequence length F  and feature dimension D 

= 129”. We conduct experiment training with different sequence lengths F = 129, 257. 

Figure 2 compares the junction of “DNN-BWE and CNN-BWE system trained on 

sequences of length 129 the performance was measured on the validation data in terms of log-

spectral distortion (LSD) and LSD of UB (LSD-UB) at the end of every epoch”. “LSD 

measures the reconstruction quality of individual frequencies in LPS domain”. 
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(a) Reference WB spectrogram 

 

(b) Predicted WB spectrogram by CNN-BWE 

Fig. 3. Comparison of reference and predicted spectrograms by CNN-BWE system. 

 

The CNN-BWE structure achieved lower “LSD and LSD- UB compared to DNN-BWE 

since we used 21 residual blocks in CNN-BWE network it had, in total, 46 convolutional 

layers and two deconvolutional layers”. “ In spite of the network depth, the number of 

parameters of CNN-BWE is less than that of the DNN-BWE. The CNN-BWE network has 

6M parameters compared to 16M for DNN-BWE network”. “Figure 3 shows comparison 

of spectrograms of original WB utterance from validation set and corresponding predicted 

WB utterances from a CNN-BWE system”. 

To compare the presentation of “CNN-BWE with a recurrent neural network model, we 

trained a BLSTM-BWE on sequence of lengths of 505 frames”. “The comparison of BWE 

systems on speaker recognition performance is given in next section”. 

4.  BWE-SPEAKER RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

We measured the heavens of the BWE approaches for speaker recognition using x-

vector speaker acknowledgment schemes. Presentation was restrained on the SITW 

assessment set on core- core (single speaker) and assist-multi (multiple speakers in enrol and 

test) environments. 

4.1.  Baseline Systems 

We experimented with three baseline x-vector systems: “ a NB baseline system, a 

WB baseline system and a mixed-BW baseline system the NB baseline used 23 MFCC 

features based on 23 filters Mel filter-bank”. “The rest of systems used 23 MFCC with 30 

filters Mel filter-bank”. “Features were and silence frames were removed. The x-vector 

system was built using Kaldi [12]”. “Full rank probabilistic discriminant analysis [13] was 

used for scoring”.“ PLDA scores were normalized using adaptive symmetric norm (S-Norm) 

[14]”. 

NB baseline schemes describe the predictable technique of training speaker 

recognition systems.   “Training data com- prised of NB telephone data including SRE04-10, 

Mixer6, Switchboard Phases 1,2 and 3 (91224 utterances from 7001 speakers) and down 

sampled WB microphone data including Mixer6, SRE08 microphone speech and VoxCeleb 

(30974 utterances from 1871 speakers)”. “No data augmentation was used. WB baseline 

system was trained only on the available WB microphone data”. “Thus, this system was 

trained on much less speakers than NB baseline”. „The NB baseline system has the 

disadvantage that the in- formation in the UB of the WB training and evaluation data is lost”.  

No material loss occurs in the “WB baseline system but the training data is much smaller, 
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since we have not used NB data to overcome these two disadvantages, in our previous work 

[1], we proposed a mixed-BW system where the NB telephone data were up sampled with a 

low-pass filter interpolator and the WB microphone training and evaluation data were used 

without any modification”. “The MFCC configuration used to train this system is similar to 

the WB base- line system the mixed-BW system was trained on the same datasets as the NB 

system”. 

4.2.   BWE-Speaker recognition Systems 

The mixed-BW starting point up examples the “NB data but do not estimate the 

spectrum in the upper-band, which is assumed to be null”.“The systems in this section used 

the neural BWE systems to predict the UB spectrum when up sampling. Apart from that, 

these systems are similar to the mixed-BW base- line”.  “They use the same training datasets 

and feature the total pipeline for training the BWE speaker recognition systems is as follows”.  

“LPS features are extracted from the NB telephone speech and utterance level means variance 

normalization is applied”. “Then, the BWE networks convert NB LPS features into WB LPS 

features”. “WB LPS are then converted into MFCC. Finally, the MFCC of the WB data and 

the BWE MFCC of the NB data are pooled to train the x-vector system”. “The experiments 

with these systems will allow knowing whether the BWE networks are able to add speaker 

discriminant information to the predicted upper-band of the spectrum”. 

4.3.   BWE-Speaker recognition Results 

“Table 1 summarizes the results of the baseline and BWE- speaker recognition 

systems. The mixed-BW baseline system performed the best among the baselines all the 

BWE systems improved over the baseline systems in terms of both EER and DCF”. “CNN-

BWE system trained on sequences of length 257 performed the best in terms of DCF over 

all”. “However, the relative difference in terms of EER between the CNN-BWE and 

BLSTM-BWE system was not very significant (5.71 and 5.74 respectively)”. In relations of 

virtual 

 

 

Enhancement of DCF at preceding 0.01, the CNN-BWE enhanced by 10.78% and 15.96% 

for core and assist-multi-speaker “SITW conditions respectively over the NB baseline 

compared to the mixed-BW system, the relative improvements were 3.21% and 4.13% for 

core and assist-multi-speaker conditions, which justifies our attempt to predict information 

in the UB for telephone speech for speaker recognition”. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

This work examined the impact of expecting the misplaced statistics in the UB of 

telephone communication on speaker recognition presentation. “We experimented with a 

DNN, a deep residual fully-convolutional network (CNN) and a BLSTM network for 

BWE”. “Individual x-vector based speaker recognition systems were trained on bandwidth 
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extended features obtained from each of these three systems”. “The performance of BWE 

speaker recognition systems was compared to three baseline systems–NB, WB and mixed-

BW”. “All the BWE speaker recognition systems improved in performance com- pared to all 

three baselines”.  “The best performer in terms of DCF was the CNN-BWE system trained 

on sequence lengths of 257 in terms of DCF, the CNN-BWE system” showed relative 

improvement of 10.78% and 15.96% in the SITW eval core and assist-multi-speaker 

condition respectively w.r.t. the “NB baseline and improved by 3.21% and 4.13% w.r.t. to the 

mixed-BW baseline, which up samples NB speech just using a low-pass filter interpolator”. 

“ In terms of number of parameters, the CNN-BWE model with 21 presents is the lightest 

weight with ∼ 6M parameters compared to DNN-BWE with ∼ 16M parameters and 

BLSTM-BWE with ∼ 18M parameters”. “As future work, we will explore joint model 

training of BWE system and speaker recognition system with alternate feature 

representations like filter banks and raw waveform. We will also look into unsupervised 

BWE using adversarial learning”. 
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